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EDITORIAL
This month's Whistleblower is a long one because of a major article on building wagons
from plastic kits. While the author is a P4 modeller there is a lot of useful information in the
article on wagon kit building in general applicable to all scales – I've certainly learnt things
I didn't know. I have put the article at the end of the newsletter in case you wish to print it
out for reference.

Once again, I must put in a plea for more articles. The cupboard is more or less bare and
I will soon be reduced to telling you what I did in my holidays and no one wants that!

Julian Evison (Editor)

IAN STOCKLEY – Richard Harris
On June 21st – the longest day – family and friends,
including  a  strong  representation  from  the  Club,
gathered at Aldershot crematorium for a final farewell
to Ian Stockley.  Following his hospitalisation early in
the year,  Ian had been told  of  the underlying cause
and the challenges that now faced him. He was stoical
in the face of that future and it is galling to realise that
pneumonia has struck, yet again, to shorten the life of
another of our Members.

Like  Vic  Beyer,  Ian  was  both  a  skilled  finescale
modeller  and  a  member  of  the  Ipsley  Circle.  Many
Members  will  have  enjoyed  viewing  and  admiring
Ipsley Circle layouts at exhibitions several years ago.
Member Paul Huxford was also part of that group and,

in his eulogy to Ian, Paul recalled how he had learned, in short order, from Ian the ‘proper’
way to treat, not handle, finescale model coaches!

Paul went on to say:

“After many years the layout was retired. Ian, together with good friend Vic Beyer, another
displaced Ipsley group member, decided to join the Farnham and District Model Railway
Club . Once their interests were known lan and Vic were encouraged to build a finescale
layout. They asked me to help as I had a modicum of woodworking skill. Thus the layout
Brixcombe was born - based on the real railway at Brixham in Devon. lan designed the
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layout  and  engineered  some useful  components  on  his  big  lathes  .Together  with  Vic,
trackwork was laid. Ian's further contribution was to build the Great Western signal box and
associated signals. lan was very concerned that these items should fully replicate Great
Western practice and when finally finished they were exquisite. 

“I understand that lan was a modeller from a very young age and so his skills were honed
over many years. Before the Ipsley Circle period lan was already modelling together with
other very capable railway modellers. lan exhibited a fine Great Western catering vehicle
at the Model Engineer exhibition one year for which he won a gold medal. This was how
fine a modeller lan had become. He was passionate about his modelling.

“lan had other interests both military and naval to which he gave his modelling time and on
his modelling desk now is a nearly complete model of the Royal Navy sloop 'The Fly'. He
would often , explain in great detail how he was making the various rigging attachments .
Again, research and attention to detail were the hallmark of his abilities. He was at times a
bit exasperating in as much as he was a linear thinker and would concern himself with one
thing at a time. Often at exhibitions the team would be waiting for him to finish talking to a
visitor or prepare the next train to traverse the layout .  The visitor would move on, his
questions answered and we would receive the next train in good order. .This was just an
example of Ian's wanting everything to be correct and he would not be rushed!”

The Club and P4 Group will miss Ian not just for his knowledge and skills but also for his
dry  humour  and  unique  personality.  I  will  particularly  miss  the  lengthy  and  detailed
discussions of the finer points of steam locomotive and railway engineering whilst enjoying
a ‘Gentlemen’s day out’.

Ian’s own layout project imagined that the Great Western had reached Porlock on the
North Somerset coast. Now there, he can admire Churchward’s new locomotives and lake
livery stock, perhaps also looking out for interesting shipping in the Bristol Channel!

PROMOTING THE CLUB AT THE WRECCLESHAM FETE
As most members will
be aware, the N gauge
group  is  producing  a
layout  for  a  charity
raffle  at  the  Club
exhibition.  This  is
coming  along  very
nicely.  To  promote
both the raffle and the
exhibition,  the  team
took the layout  to the
Wrecclesham  village
fête  on  24th June.
Happily the sun shone
and even a little bit of
work was done!



CLUB DIARY TO END SEPTEMBER
Date Running Night Layout at Exhibition/Show
Wed 27 June 00
Wed 04 Jul 0
Sat 07 Jul Aldermouth (Jim Edwards' layout): Exbury 

MRC Exhibition
Wed 11 Jul N
Wed 18 Jul P4/009
Wed 25 Jul 00
Wed 01 Aug 0
Wed 08 Aug N
Wed 15 Aug P4/009
Wed 22 Aug 00
Wed 29 Aug Any
Sat 1 and Sun 2 
Sep

St. Mary's (Julian Evison's layout) Welshpool 
& Llanfair Gala

Wed 05 Sep 0
Sat 8 & Sun 9 
Sep

Wickwar (N): TINGS, Warwickshire Event 
Centre, nr. Leamington Spa;
Haydon Sq. E.1(0): REC Show, Woking

Wed 12 Sep All Club Modelling Competition
Wed 19 Sep N/P4/009
Wed 26 Sep 00

Please also put in your diaries the Club exhibition on 13th and 14th October and the briefing
leading up to it on Wednesday 10th October at 7pm.



GETTING STARTED IN P4: ONE WAY TO CONVERT PARKSIDE
WAGONS TO P4 – David Mulvey

Introduction

When starting in P4 what I quickly found is that because you can’t buy complete ready to
run stuff in P4 like you can in OO, there’s a “chicken and egg” problem – do you build
some track, hope it’s right then build some stock to run on it, or do you build the stock first
and adjust the track till it stops falling off?

My strong recommendation is to join a club (such as the Farnham and District MRC!) with
a P4 layout and/or a test track already built, and build some stock to run on this. Being a
member of a club is much more fun than working on your own all the time and chances are
at least one of the other members will be able to help when difficulties arise.

So, let’s assume that the decision is to start by building some stock. To make things as
easy as possible for ourselves, we are going to start with one or two items of simple four
wheel freight stock – articulated tilting high speed passenger trains can come later.

I’m sorry to say our problems are not yet over, because at least when I went on the Web,
despite  some  very  good  stuff  provided  by  the  Scalefour  Society  (again,  strongly
recommend you join this), there didn’t seem to be any sensible simple answers to the
question: “What’s the best way to build freight stock for P4?”

This meant I had to do a lot of experimentation which took quite a while. So you don’t have
to, here’s a blow by blow account of what I came up with as one way to build P4 wagons. It
certainly isn’t the only way but it does seem to work.

Basically for P4 goods stock you have three main options:

1. Take a proprietary OO wagon or wagon kit and just change the wheels. This can
work but relies on the track being well made and almost perfectly flat. With smaller
wheel flanges than in OO, P4 is a lot less tolerant of ups, downs and twists in the
track than OO and track irregularities can lead to the wagon running in effect on
only three out of the four wheels. Derailment may then occur when the flange of the
fourth wheel climbs the rail at a low point, which can be very frustrating

2. Replace the W irons (the bit  that in a real wagon provides the mounting for the
axlebox guides –  see picture  below)  with  a  compensation  system,  based on a
technique such as “rocking irons”, to create a three point suspension system with all
four wheels in contact with the track at a time

3. Replace the W irons with springing units, which allow each wheel to move up and
down independently (as they do on the prototype)



Prototype W iron (on a plywood box van of Great Western design at Didcot)

The  received  wisdom seems  to  be  that  provided  your  track  is  fairly  good,  you  don’t
absolutely have to use compensation or springing for short wheelbase (scale 9 or 10 feet)
wagons. However, if you’re up for it, it does mean that you should be able to run the stock
on pretty much any track. 

I  decided  to  build  my  first  wagons  from  kits,  as  it’s  rather  easier  to  incorporate
compensation or springing in a chassis you’re building rather than a proprietary ready to
run chassis, where you seem to end up doing a lot of drilling and grinding to create the
space for the suspension units.

I went for springing units rather than compensation as I thought it would be easier and give
a better result (you can follow the arguments on the Web) and I certainly haven’t regretted
doing this. 

Outline of the Project

As an example I’ve picked the Parkside BR standard box van, but the methods would
apply to most of their kits and also to similar kits in other ranges.

The main stages of the work are as follows:

1. Build a new floor (you could file down the old floor and add things but I reckon it’s
less work to make a new one)

2. Build the new springing units

3. Modify the solebar mouldings to allow for the springing units

4. Fit the springing units and add the modified solebars

5. Build a simple carrier for the brakegear so it can be mounted on the new floor at a
wider spacing than before to allow for the increased back to back distance between
the wheels

6. Fit the brakegear to the chassis and add details

7. Replace the buffers and couplings (not essential although sprung buffers are rather
fun when it comes to shunting – but maybe we should all just try and get out more?)



8. Assemble the body on top of the completed chassis

9. Weight the chassis

We’ll  take it  stage by stage and with  luck there should be enough photos to  make it
reasonably clear  what’s  going  on.  The  single  most  important  thing  in  achieving  good
running, apart from building the springing units correctly and stopping the brakes from
interfering with the wheels, is to ensure that the axles are truly parallel to each other when
viewed from below – we’ll cover that when we attach the springing units to the floor.

Usual disclaimer about recommended suppliers – no relationship other than as a satisfied
customer.

Building the new floor

We’re  going  to  be  using  “Bill  Bedford”  springing  units  (available  from more  than  one
supplier) and these need clearance to allow the axle carriers to move without hitting the
floor. 

So, using 20 and 40 thou polystyrene sheet plus Evergreen 40×60 thou strips, build a
replacement floor as shown in the diagram and illustration below.

The 40×60 strips and 20 thou sheet are needed to align the Bill Bedford W irons with the
Parkside  solebars  –  20thou  clearance  between  the  floor  and  the  top  of  the  W  iron
assembly is needed to allow the bearing carriers to project slightly through the W iron
assembly when the springs are fully depressed (see pictures of W iron assemblies in the
relevant section below).



Building the springing units

These are based on the Bill Bedford 4mm BR Open Axleguard springing units as seen
below (available from Eileen’s Emporium or Wizard Models). Apparently the small hole
beside the axle slot is for a “horse hook”.

These are designed to be used with  waisted pin  point  bearings e.g.  51L from Wizard
Models. The waist seems to refer to the fact there is a short parallel part sticking out from
the coned end of the bearing.



Assemble the springing units according to the instructions – I cut off the foldover bit at the
bottom of the axlebox as we’re going to be retaining the Parkside W irons and fit  the
springing units behind them – not the theoretically perfect solution,  but saves a lot of work
compared with filing off the Parkside W irons altogether and looks reasonable. If you’re
that  bothered  you  can  drill  out  the  “horse  hook”  hole  through  the  Parkside  W  iron
(remembering that you need to end up with the “horse hook” holes in the outboard side of
each W iron or it will be tough on the horse).

When it comes to the springs, use the wire supplied and bend over one end (the same end
on both sides of  the springing  unit  as  in  the  picture below)  so that  with  luck it  won’t
interfere with the sprung buffers we’re going to fit in a moment.



Before adding the bearings, cut off the waisted parallel part and file the end of the bearing
flat  to  reduce the amount  by which we will  need to  hollow out  the axlebox (see next
section). You may find it useful to lightly glue the bearing into the bearing carrier when you
come to assemble the bearing carriers with springs into the body of the springing unit.
After that put in the wheels (I used Alan Gibson 3 hole disk wheels – be careful to specify
P4) and check they rotate freely.

Modifying the solebars

The next step is to hollow out the axleboxes using a suitable burr held in a minidrill, as
shown in the diagram so that the ends of the bearings can still move up and down freely
when the springing units are installed. Check against the springing units and if necessary
file the bearings again (if you’re careful you can still do this after the springing unit has
been assembled). During this operation the tie bar may break but you can easily replace it
with 40×10 thou brass strip – which looks better in any case.



Fitting the springing units

This is the most critical part of the whole project – if the axles are not parallel then the
wagon will be likely to derail. In addition the line between the springing unit centres should
be parallel with the longitudinal centre line of the floor and the springing units should be
centred on the floor both longitudinally and transversely.

Fortunately Brassmasters do a very useful fold-up gauge [G001 Axle Spacing Gauge –
Short] which is strongly recommended for getting the axles parallel – you do have to get
the other points right by eye though. 

If you put the gauge onto the axles (as in the picture below) and glue the axles onto the
floor with a reasonably slow setting glue (I used Evostik) you get a little time to adjust the
position of the spring carriers before the glue starts to set. Don’t forget to align the spring
carriers so the bent over end of the springs is on the outside near to where the buffers will
be.



When it’s all set give it a run on a piece of track (come and try it out on our test track!),
check it runs freely and enjoy the “sprung” feel!

Modifying and refitting the brake gear

First,  we  need  a  simple  framework  on  which  to  mount  the  brakegear  and  the  brake
cylinder. This can be quickly made from Evergreen strip as shown in the diagram below. 

Now we need to modify the brake shoes so they are less likely to catch on the wheels but
still look the part when viewed from the side. File down the curved part of each of the
brake shoes on the inside at 45 degrees as shown in the diagram below, leaving the
outside of the brake shoe untouched.



Attach each set of brakegear to the supporting framework as shown in the next picture and
add the vacuum cylinder to the cross bar as per the first picture in the next section.



Fitting the solebars

Glue the solebars in place carefully, making sure that

(a) the wheels remain free to move up and down on the springing units and 

(b) that the axleboxes are centred on the axles while at the same time if possible 

(c) the solebars are in line with the sides and the ends of the floor (this will depend
critically on the accuracy with  which the floor  was made and how carefully the
springing units were glued to the floor!).

Build up the brake rods between the V hangers using one long and two short lengths of
Evergreen rod (e.g. 20thou) and add a small scrap of e.g. 10×15 to represent the brake
cylinder operating lever.

Suggest test running the chassis again at this point to make sure all is well. If you’ve been
careful up to this point the most likely issue is probably dragging brakes – if this happens
gently bend the relevant brake shoe support(s)  to take the brake shoe away from the
wheels, with luck without too much visual impact.

Fitting sprung buffers

I used Alan Gibson sprung buffers – as you can see from the pictures the springs are very
small  and it’s  all  too easy to end up with lots of  buffers and a carpet probably full  of
springs! It is also difficult to make sure that all the buffers project by the same amount
when not compressed.



So, this is one of those jobs where a jig is very useful. The idea is to hold the Parkside van
end vertical while compressing the buffers (see picture below). So, build one out of plastic
approximately to the dimensions shown in the diagram below, but adjusting the spacing
between the two shorter bars so the van end fits snugly.

To fit the buffers, first drill out the buffer stocks 1mm, right through the buffer beam, trying
to keep the drill as parallel to the buffer stocks as possible. Open out the holes from the
rear of the buffer beam to 1.3mm (to a depth of 1mm – be careful, it’s very easy to drill out
the whole buffer stock if you’re too enthusiastic!).

Bush the holes in the rear of the buffer beam with 1mm length of plastic sheath from single
strand electric wire. Secure with a very small amount of superglue e.g. applied with pin.

Cut some more 1mm slices from the cable sheath. 

Add the spring to one of the buffers, press buffer pin in to buffer stock, carefully threading it



through the bush you just added. Do the same for the other buffer.

Now insert van end into jig taking care not to let the buffers and springs jump out…

Add one of the 1mm slices of cable sheath to each buffer pin where it protrudes at the rear
(see red items in picture below), secure with v. small amount of superglue, ensuring buffer
is still free to move. When dry remove van end from jig and check buffers move correctly
and that the heads are in line with each other when the buffers are not being pushed.

Fitting the vacuum pipes and couplings

Most of the photos of the prototype in service showed droopy vacuum pipes so that’s what
I went for. As I couldn’t find a plausible representation of these after much rummaging at
various exhibitions I  carved and bent 51L LNWR carriage vacuum pipes to a suitable
shape.



Many of these vans seem to have had Instanter couplings, for which I used the Smiths
version (of course we all take care when operating to make sure the Instanter link is set
correctly to minimise slack between the wagons…).

I drilled the end 1mm for the vacuum pipe and cut a notch with an Xacto razor saw for the
coupling before supergluing them in place.

Building the body 

Build the body according to the Parkside instructions but using the new chassis assembly
we have just built. Suggest doing a dry run and if necessary filing down the chassis to
ensure that all four sides of the body will fit together with no gaps at the corners. If you put
the ends and one side together you can then make sure that the floor is level relative to
the body and that the solebars are in line with the buffer beams before adding the other
side.



Weighting

I used Liquid Gravity by Deluxe Materials to provide some weighting – the exact amount
doesn’t seem all that critical as long as all the wagons in a train weigh about the same, but
ideally there would be enough to compress the springs so that the axle box rides at about
the half way position.

One option is to use the trusty Evergreen 40×60 to form the sides of a small enclosure at
either end as seen in the picture below, then glue in the Liquid Gravity granules. People
have advised not to use PVA for this as apparently it can absorb moisture and expand; I
used superglue.  (Ed: The lead reacts with the PVA to form lead acetate which expands
and causes the problems)



Roof

Generally the Parkside kit is well detailed but the roof lacks any detail at all, which is rather
obvious from normal viewing angles. I added strips of 10 x 20, with rivets pushed in with a
scriber, to represent the steel angle used to hold the roof canvas covering in place. There
were at least two types of rainstrips, one consisting of one long and two short strips, and
the other a curved type. I opted for the curved type, for which I used 15 x 20 strip.

So, that’s it – one complete wagon ready for painting! 

Happy modelling and looking forward to seeing the results
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